The Universe from Here - Sep/Oct 2019
The Brightest Stars of Autumn
A Pirate’s Tale: Part 3
This autumn we continue with our exploration of the
21 first-magnitude (brightest) stars of the northern
hemisphere. Since February, we’ve imagined sailing on
a pirate ship under the night skies of the northern
hemisphere (based on W. S. Kals’ How to Read The
Night Sky). In June, the ship’s cook attempted to
mutiny by putting poison in the Captain’s soup.
However, the cook’s plan was discovered and he was
arrested. This month, at his trial, the cook pleads not
guilty; and the media headlines read:
Vegetable Alteration Denied!”
This phrase gives the names of the three stars of the
Summer Triangle: Vega, Altair, and Deneb.

The Summer Triangle
These three 1st-magnitude stars first rise above the
eastern horizon in late spring and soar high overhead
during autumn.
Vega is the first to appear during sunset, shining
bright with a magnitude of 0.03. It is the 5th brightest
star in the sky and the brightest in constellation Lyra,
the Lyre.
It is a blue, class A, main sequence star,
only 25 lightyears from earth.
Vega has been my
favorite wishing star since childhood (ie. “star light,
star bright, first star I see…etc.”) and was featured in
Carl Sagan’s book Contact as the source of an alien
message to earth.
Altair appears next after sunset with a magnitude of
0.76. It is the 13th brightest star in the sky and the
brightest star in constellation Aquila, the Eagle.
Altair is south of Vega and the two stars form the
Western edge of the Summer Triangle. It is a class A
main sequence star a mere 17 lightyears from earth.
Deneb is the last star of the Summer Triangle to
appear, east of Vega. Its name means “tail” in Arabic,
so named because Deneb is the tail of constellation
Cygnus, the Swan. However, in modern times, we
recognize it as the top of the “northern cross”
asterism. Deneb is a distant 1400 lightyears from earth
but still shines at magnitude 1.3 because it is a hot Oclass star, 200,000 times more luminous than the sun!

The Lonely Star of Autumn
Fomalhaut is the last first magnitude star to rise in the
northern hemisphere every year, rising in the southeast
after sunset in fall as the summer triangle passes
overhead. It is called “the lonely star of Autumn”
because it appears “alone” in an area of sky without
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many bright stars nearby.
Fomalhaut is 25 lightyears
away and was the first star to have its planetary
system visualized.

Autumn Deep Sky Challenges
The milky way “flows” through he Summer Triangle
this time of year, giving a whole host of deep sky
objects easily visible for anyone from casual observers
with binoculars to seasoned astrophotographers to
enjoy. Here’s a few to find before winter arrives:
Collinder 399 is a large open cluster in constellation
Vulpecula, south of Albireo. It is spread over a 1
degree field of view making it best seen (and hard to
miss) in binoculars. Because its brightest stars make a
coat-hanger shape, it is sometimes called “The CoatHanger Cluster.”
The Veil Nebula is a dramatic sweeping nebula
(supernova remnant) just south of the Northern Cross’
southeastern arm. It is a large spherical expanding
shockwave of glowing gases thown off by a supernova
(exploding star) which exploded about 5000 years ago.
Before it was recognized as one object, it was given
multiple names: NGC 6960 (The Western Veil Nebula),
NGC 6992 and 6995 (The Eastern Veil Nebula), and
NGC 6974 and 6979 (The Central Veil Nebula).
Since the Veil is dim and covers over 3 degrees of the
sky, it is best seen with wide-field astrophotography.
Visually, portions of the Eastern and Central Veil
Nebula can be seen through larger telescopes with an
oxygen 3 filter.
The Feiste Trio is an interesting juxtaposition of
objects that appear at the end of the northwestern
arm of the Northern Cross. (I don’t think this name
will be accepted by the International Astronomical
Union, but - hey - it’s my newsletter!).
• 16-Cygni is a bright double star that can easily be
split with small telescopes. It can be found by star
hopping from iota2-Cygni at the end of the cross to
theta-Cygni.
• NGC 6826 is a surprisingly bright planetary nebula
just 1/2 degree west of 16-Cygni. Visually, at high
power, it appears as a misty diamond set inside a ring
halo.
• NGC 6811 is a beautiful open cluster near deltaCygni. It is roughly square shaped and has distinct
nebulosity.
Safe travels!

CAAA updates, photos, star charts, and more can be found on the CAAA website at http://caaastro.com
UFH is the monthly newsletter of the CAAA. Send requests or ideas to Jim Feiste at nightrabbitastro@gmail.com.
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